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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
The past few years have been trying times for budgetary
control. Never has the future seemed more difficult to forecast,
never have there been more upsetting influences that could not
be contemplated in advance. Plans have had to be changed and
estimates corrected in the light of new conditions, so that in
many quarters some doubts have arisen as to the real value of
the budget. These doubts have not been shared by those
accountants who have viewed budgetary figures as a means of
measuring and accounting for disturbing influences. Naturally,
these men have profited from these disturbing times by discovering wherein their budgetary procedure was faulty, where it was
too extensive and where it could be improved. But their faith
in planning for the future by means of a budget has not been
shaken.
In this Bulletin we present two articles on Budgetary Control,
which reflect the new viewpoint. In the first article, A. E.
Murphy presents "The `How' of Budgeting" and indicates how
several of our past difficulties can be overcome. Mr. Murphy
has been in the field of Industrial Engineering for a number of
years, having been associated with such leaders in the field as
H. L. Gantt, Frank Gilbreth and C. E. Knoeppel. For the past
five years he has been with the firm of Stevenson, Jordan &
Harrison. He was connected with the original development of
Micro- Motion studies and the use of the Gantt Charts. Mr.
Murphy has also had considerable experience acting in receiverships where the budgetary procedures discussed in this article
were used to advantage.

In the second paper, Arthur C. Chubbuck writes on "The
Flexible Budget and Standard Costs in a Business of Moderate
Size." Connected for the last thirteen years with the Boston
office of Patterson, Teele & Dennis. Mr. Chubbuck has had a
well- rounded experience in professional accounting and has dealt
extensively in problems of cost and constructive accounting,
together with machine installations. He is an associate director
of the Boston Chapter of our organization and an associate
member of the Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants. His application of the flexible budget to a little known industry will be found most interesting.
CO PY RI G HT ED B Y

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
MARCH 15, 1934

'rHE "HOW" OF BUDGETING
E y A. E. Murphy, Member of Staff

Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison, New York, N. Y.
AD I been asked to talk on other than the "How" of Budgeting, I fear- I would have begged off because so much has been
written and sz.id on the theory and its general phases by men so
much better qualified than I, that I am sur e my efforts would
have been a waste of time. Furthermore, I fear that had the
depression continued much longer and had this talk been delayed
a few month:3, I might have been talking to you on a lost a rt
because of the heavy mortality rate on budgeting practice as we
know it. On the other hand, in spite of many failures in budgeting plans, many executives have developed a firmer realization
of the need o: budgeting for the future, but perhaps on a different
basis.
I know these past years have changed my ideas of budgeting
to a large extent. Some of you will probably think them somewhat bolshei ik, contrary to good principles of accounting, and
not in line with your idea of workmanlike methods of approach.
At any rate these ideas will encourage more discussion than had
I given you something you would all accept, and perhaps it will
also set you to thinking in the same channels into which I have
been forced, and into which I believe many executives have been
forced. Because budgeting principles have changed so much, and
because many elaborate plans have failed, I believe that our
approach to budgeting procedure must be on very simple lines,
with elaboration and details a future development rather than an
initial step.
Many budgets have failed because executives have accepted sales,
production and financial estimates without first developing a procedure to g )vern their preparation.
Other bulgets have failed because the executives expected the
data to be as hidebound as cost or financial records and when they
actually did. not agree with the prophecy they gave up the plan
as a failure. Had they looked upon the budgeting plan as a
prophetic set -up to be used as a guide or a m ark to shoot at,
they would be much better off than by not aiming at any mark.
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It is more fun and more conducive to results to shoot at a mark,
than to fire in the air.
Recognizing these many failures I still look forward to a greater
development in budgeting work in the future than we have ever
had in the past. Those that have carried on during the last few
years have gained a new vision on the advantages of budgeting,
and those that have not are going to be forced into it through
the new industrial philosophy that is developing day by day. Now
let us get into the details of the "How" of budgeting.
Let us first determine the basic principles to be established.
First we must take into consideration the peculiar conditions
of the company where we are to set up our budget, and from this
analysis we must determine how much detail we are going to
start off with. We must decide if in the financial, sales and
manufacturing departments, one department needs more control
than another. If one department is badly in need of control,
then that department should have more detail. Rather than attempt
detail in all departments I would install it only where necessary.
I suggest this because I have seen so many budgeting systems
set up in a beautiful manner that involved so much detail, where
detail control was not necessary, that they did little good. These
experiences have led me to the conclusion that gradual development of detail is better than attempting the whole job at once.
Even with this plan we must outline our general skeleton upon
which we must eventually build our finished structure.
Second, we must determine whether or not our plan is to include all types of budgets — namely financial, sales and manufacturing, and then determine from our earlier decision what subordinate budgets will be necessary.
Third, we must decide upon the length of the budget period.
Fourth, we must standardize our procedure to conform to the
accounting routine of each department.
Fifth, we must subdivide our department responsibilities and
decide who shall be responsible for the preparation of estimates
and reports, and who shall assume the responsibility for accomplishment.
The first consideration, as I stated, is whether our budget work
must be set up to give us general control in some departments
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and details in others where we most need it, or whether it shall
be general fol- all departments or detailed for all. This depends
entirely upon the particular conditions of the business. If th e
company is in bad financial shape, I would detail my cash and
financial budget to start with, leaving the other departmental budgets in skeleton form to be elaborated on later. If the company's
sales department is having difficulties due to loss of volume, I
would work cut a detailed sales budget, rather than a general one.
If the company is having strong competition from low cost producers who resort to price cutting, I would concentrate at first
on my manufacturing budget so as to determine where we might
direct our attention to meet such competition.
Our second step in determining the types of budgets to use involves an an<.lysis of these budgets and an estimate of what they
will do for us. Some, of course, are necessary . There are so many
budgets that can be worked up that serious consideration must
be given to :he extent of our initial budgeting venture. As an
illustration, I have listed below the general types of budgets, with
an indication of the subordinate budgets that might be worked
out under e<<ch heading. I do not claim this list to be in any
way complete.
Sales —
Products— Products under each Class, Classes by unit and
value
Territorial Products under each Class
Salesmen
Jobber
Customer
Selling Expense
By Items of Expense
By Prcduct Class
By Product
By Territory
By Salesmen
By Customer
Advertising Budget
Sales Promotional
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Manufacturing —
Departmental Cost
Departmental Cost —by Subdivision of Expense
Material Cost
Labor Cost
Overhead Cost
Purchasing Budget
Inventory Budget
— Finished Goods
—Raw Materials
Plant and Equipment— Additions, Replacements, Betterments,
Development
Production
Administrative Budget —
Welfare
Financial —
Cash Requirements— Receipts and Disbursements
Collections
Accounts Receivable and Payable
Notes Receivable and Payable
Reserves
It can readily be seen from this list that, as a preliminary step,
you must determine into what detail you want to go. From my
experience I strongly urge as much simplification as possible.
The determination of the budget period depends upon several
factors. These are —
Length of merchandise turnover period
Length of production period
Method of financing and merchandising
Market conditions
Length of accounting period
While I like to start budgeting work on as short a period as
possible, I also like to work out general plans on a yearly basis,
but have detailed schedules for a minimum of a month if the
peculiarities of the business allow it. Eventually it is well to
work on a running yearly basis by adding a new month as each
expired month is dropped.
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With my general plan and budget period decided upon, I would
then write up the budgeting method to be followed and I would
delegate to each department head that part of the budget for
which lie is responsible. I would prepare forms giving the detail
of each item of expense and show under what classification this
expense will be included into the budget. This should all be carefully prepared in written form to guard against the many alibis
that will be used later when comparisons are made.
The general plan of my budget having been decided upon, I
would then set up my sales classification to conform with my
arrangement of sales accounts so that the assembling of figures
would be a simple matter. In case I had decided upon a somewhat general classification to start with, I would indicate every
product included under each general heading. Then if more
elaboration were needed it could be made without changing the
general plan of classification.
The classification of expenses under each departmental set -up
must likewise conform to the accounting set -up by showing just
where each account on your chart of accounts will ultimately be
shown in the budget. The manufacturing set -up will depend to
a large extent upon your cost methods. If you have standard
costs the procedure will be simplified. Budgets for product costs
can be set up from the standard cost cards and the standard
manufacturing expense will logically be the budgeted amount,
unless, of course, your sales budget shows a wide difference from
the normal production on which the standards were established.
I would have forms prepared on which each department is to
enter its esti.nates and I would have them make comparisons of
these estimat,°s with previous accomplishments. The form I prefer
is one which shows the highest, lowest and average cost in the
past, followed by the budget estimate. This gives a very good
means of judging whether the budget has been determined fairly
and in conformity with the policy of other departments. It would
be unfair for one department to set their standards of accomplishment upon the best they have ever attained, while allowing another
department lo use average figures.
With our plan developed, written up and ready for discussion
with department heads, we must delegate to certain individuals
their responsibilities in preparing the high, low and average figures
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and in estimating what the budget shall be for each rate of
activity. The responsibility for adherence might also be determined
at this point, because the man responsible for adherence to a budget
should certainly have some say as to what his budget should be.
Quite often responsibility for adherence to a budget is placed in
the hands of the same person responsible for the estimates.
ORGANIZATION FOR BUDG E T I NG
While I do not recommend a great amount of routine in starting
our budgeting procedure, I do believe that the organization must
be well set up in considerable detail for its preparation and final
administration. If this is not done the responsibility so often
falls on one person and the rest of the organization does not give
adequate support to the plan. Therefore, I would clearly define
the full responsibility for each division of the work. I would
have all those responsible for the major subdivisions of the budget,
members of the budget committee, and I would insist upon regular
meetings of this committee.
With these preliminary steps under way we now proceed to
the actual work of budgeting. Let us assume for illustration that
I as controller have been delegated by the president to set up a
budgeting plan for the company and that our problems are those
of the average company. I mean by that, that we do not have
a situation necessitating a detailed financial and cash budget because we are not in the hands of a creditors' committee, nor have
we shown any abnormal loss of sales that would necessitate a
sales budget giving us control over every product and territory.
We are just an average company, struggling to do the best job
we can with what we have to do with.
I have gone through the five steps enumerated before and have
decided upon a sales budget by products, a financial budget, and
a manufacturing budget. I have written up the outline of the
budget procedure, prepared the forms to be filled out by each
department, established the parties responsible for each budget,
and now I am ready to call a meeting of the budget committee.
As all of the budgets are dependent upon the sales budget, it
is the first one to be prepared. While I believe firmly in simplicity, I think that elaboration on the sales budget is necessary
because of its wide effect upon the others.
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To properly prepare for this meeting all available sales records
should be assembled, since naturally the more information we
have the better we can estimate. I usually like to classify my
sales into certain broad groups. I also like to show unit figures
as well as totals in order that the units can be carried into the
manufacturing budget. Starting with our sales classification
divided into groups and further subdivided into the respective
items, we must determine the possible normal range of these
sales from low to reasonably high volume. Our tabulation should
show the rela•:ive percentage that each group or item bears to
the total so that our budget predetermines a certain mixture of
items. This question of mixture is one of the most important
phases in budgeting and has a great deal to do with the ultimate
success or failure of a plan. For instance, if we are budgeted to
sell 30% of cur volume on an item having a 2 0 % gross profit
as compared with 70% of our volume for a product having a 5°f0
gross, any reduction in our percentage of the first item has four
times the effect on our net profit that the same reduction in the
second item has.
The importance of the sales budget warrants our careful consideration of other factors that may have an effect upon sales.
These are:
i. Relation of company sales to industry.
This is often available through trade association statistics.
2. General relation between changes in the industry's volume
of business and general business changes. This can be determined from various sources, such as the N. Y. Times
Annalisi` Index or similar statistical sources. Close study
of this must be made because a deviation of 2076 in an
index may mean more or less in a particular industry.
Furthermore each industry goes through quite definite cycles
and the phase of development of the industry has much to
do with this situation. This is too broad a subject to go
into now, but studies on this subject are often very helpful in
keeping a company from rash and erratic prophesies.
3. While :[ tend to give small consideration to plant capacity
figures because they so often lead us into abnormal estimates,
they should be placed alongside of the sales estimates to
be sure we can produce what we expect to sell.
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4. Distribution of sales estimates to individual sales territories
should also be considered. This often brings out errors in
our overall estimates because in breaking down our sales
we find too much for our territories to properly handle.
Under this head comes subdivision of sales into groups
according to regions, trade areas, states and salesmen.
5. By commodity.
6. By method of sale.
7. By salesmen.
8. By customers.
With low, normal and high sales estimates prepared and checked
against actual records to determine the feasibility of the estimates,
copies can be distributed to the manufacturing, administrative,
financial, and purchasing departments. Having been furnished
the forms and a write -up of the budgeting procedure, the next
step is for each department to make its respective estimates. The
manufacturing department must budget its costs for the low, normal, and high volumes; the financial department must budget its
commitments, and departmental costs, and the purchasing department must estimate its material requirements.
A budget demands that a classification of accounts be established
so that the assembling of information can be easily made. It
should include general control accounts that give us our budgeting
figures with detail in subordinate accounts. Mr. Floyd Rowland
in his new book How t o Budget for Profit* gives a very good
illustration of an ideal set -up for a chart of accounts and one that
can be carried to as much detail as desired.
Now, having completed our initial budget meeting, and having
written up our procedure and fully discussed it at the meeting,
those responsible for preparing the budgets based on our sales
estimates are ready to start filling in the budget forms. While
this is in preparation I like to make up a prophetic profit and loss
statement based on the high, low, and normal sales estimates.
This profit and loss statement must be based on past performances.
When completed, it tells me whether the budget is consistent,
whether the estimated net income represents a fair return on our
investment, and whether our financial program will allow us to
* How to Budget for Profit. Floyd Rowland. Harper & Bros., 49 E. 33d
St., New York, N. Y. 1933. xvi, 297 pp. $4.
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carry out our business prophecies. It will also help me very
materially when the budget committee meets again.
When all this is completed and the budget forms have been
returned to me, I will combine into the cost of sales budget, the
labor, overhead, and material cost budgets of the manufacturing
department. The sales cost budget I will combine into my selling
budget and all of the administrative budgets into my general
administrative budget. By comparing each of these general budgets with my prophetic profit and loss statement I note the major
variations, and by further analysis of these figures pretty well
determine the outstanding variations from what may be considered
a fair expectancy for the company's operations.
I then call the budget committee together and we go over each
budget item by item, checking the high, low and normal figures
with actual results accomplished in previous periods.
While we may go to considerable detail in building up our
budgets from as many items as we can, I like to consolidate as
many as can be consistently grouped under one head in order to
simplify our set -up. I do not believe too much care can be taken
at this time i a making sure that our budget truly reflects the
general consensus of opinion of what the management really believes it can do. Budgeting is actually the reflection of a business
policy in the form of accounts, and we must be sure that our
budget is sucl- a reflection, properly tempered with conservatism
and sound business judgment. So I repeat that care must be
taken at this point in checking every estimate item by item, comparing it witf. what has been accomplished and making doubly
sure that every possible means of checking its accuracy has been
used. This will take some time, but when completed we are ready
to turn over our budgets to the accounting department and know
that we have done a real job. Here they are checked against
every account classification to make sure that all costs are included
in some division of the budget. I often have the accounting department give me a chart of accounts with a note opposite each
account indicating in what subdivision of the budget it is included.
After this is completed we are ready to actually release the
budget to all department heads. They should be instructed to
watch their accomplishment closely the first period and to keep
you advised of any radical differences that occur. Often these
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checks show up errors or misjudgment that can be corrected before
the period is over. However, as a rule, the end of the first period
is when our first real test occurs.
When the first period is passed and our records of accomplishment have been prepared by the accounting department, it is
my first job as controller to compare the actual figures with
the budget. Here is where real problems arise, many of which
require so much time for discussion that I cannot go into the
details now. The most troublesome one is caused by variations
from our estimated sales requiring that we change our budgeted
cost to conform. You will recall that I suggested that the budgets
show the low, high, and normal figures. It is with these three
figures that deviations from our sales often allow us to increase
or decrease some of our cost of sales estimates, to conform with
sales variations. This can be done by charting the low, normal
and high figures and determining from these charts what the cost
should be for the actual sales volume. This applies particularly
on direct labor and material costs and sometimes on items of cost
that do not include a large percentage of fixed charges that do
not vary proportionately with volume. Factory overhead, administrative and general selling expenses come in this class and ordinarily have to be handled separately.
When we have our budget adjusted to conform to the actual
sales for the period and have a report showing the budget and
the actual with variations, we are ready to call our committee
together again. We do so, only after we have sent each member
his report so that when he comes to the meeting he is prepared
to discuss fully that part of the budget for which he is responsible. It is often well to go over every part of the budget, and
as chairman of the committee it will be your duty to direct the
discussion into constructive channels. Budget meetings should
not be alibi parties where every one tells why he did not accomplish
what he set out to accomplish. They should be devoted to the
discussion of ways and means of doing a better job the next
period, of improving on policies, of coordinating activities to
eliminate bad conditions, and in short —of means to a better job
being done the next time.
While the mechanics of budgeting are important and the preparatory work essential to good performance, it is the proper
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direction of these meetings and the constant follow -up throughout
the year that makes for success or failure of the budgets. I believe more failures of budgeting methods can be laid to this cause
than to any other. So if you are planning any budget work, lay
a simple groundwork, prepare your budgets carefully, but above
all organize your budget personnel and then make those who have
been appointed to the work direct their efforts toward constructive
improvements of conditions.
In concluding these remarks on the "How" of budgeting, I have
of necessity been somewhat vague in my discussion of certain
phases of this work, because I believe budgeting success is more
dependent upon certain general fundamentals than upon the details
upon which the budget structure might be set up.
I would estimate that Solo of the failures in budgeting work
have been caused by either too much elaboration in detail, improper
organization of the work, or not sufficient attention being given
to its adminis. ration after it has once been started. To eliminate
these conditions I have suggested:
i. Simplicity in our budget structure, but considerable detail
in build: ng up our figures into their consolidated groups.
2. Thorough organization of our budgeting personnel.
3. Definite and concrete plans of administering the budget.
If these fundamentals are strictly adhered to and reasonable
care is taken in actually setting up the figures, I can assure you
that your budget work will not only be successful, but will withstand the many criticisms that are ordinarily made against budget
work because of some minor deviations between your estimates
and the actual results which are attained.
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TH E FLEXIB LE BUDGET AND STANDARD COSTS
IN A BUSINESS O F MODERATE SIZE
By Ar t h ur C. Chubbuck, Member of Staff,
Patt erson, T eele and Dennis, Boston , Ma ss.
by the provisions of codes of fair competition proINDUCED
hibiting sales below cost, industry generally is experiencing a
quickening of its interest in the technical aspect of the subject of
cost accounting. This is particularly true, in the case of many
smaller manufacturing concerns, in which the president and possibly the treasurer are usually directly in charge of the major
functions of financing, selling, purchasing and manufacturing and
in which accounting in its broader phases is a matter of but
occasional serious consideration.
In many such cases, including outstandingly successful ones from
a net profit standpoint, reliable statistical information of any kind
is most meager, as any one engaged in professional accounting well
knows. The methods of determination of the costs of production
according to lines, to say the least, are quite informal and seldom
subject to satisfactory proof through being "tied in" with the
general books of account. Information on costs of distribution
either by lines or by general classes is for the most part nonexistent. The reason advanced in explanation of such conditions
are many. Most of such reasons, however, seem to have their
roots in a certain complacency founded on past successes or in a
skepticism often based on the experience of some neighboring concern which spent thousands of dollars unnecessarily to obtain such
information and then, finding the tail wagged the dog, proceeded
to cut off the whole tail.
What one consistently successful manufacturing concern, which
conforms to the general specifications above mentioned, and is
subject to this indictment, has done recently to emplify its useful
information and make its operations more effective from a profit
standpoint is of sufficient general interest to justify a brief discussion of the development and use of such information. The
program so outlined, which was started in the first half of the
year 1933, has proceeded thus far with the addition to the company's organization of but one employee, and is a striking illustration of the economical use of clerical effort.
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The past success of the company described in this paper is
attributable lar;ely to its achievements in developing for already
existing large volume markets new products of such merit, that
plant operations at levels considerably in excess of normal, single shift capacity, have been sustained for long periods. Under such
conditions in the past, even the older products, distributed generally in highly competitive markets, and often times at or below
cost, within certain indeterminable limits, may have contributed to
the net profits of the company by absorbing a portion of the fixed
expenses.
However, as prices declined generally and the margin of profit
obtainable even on newly developed products became less, the
necessity for a basis for planning and for a more definite knowledge of costs, particularly the fixed and variable components thereof, and the effect of varying volumes upon costs became more
apparent. Consequently, after some discussion, the officers of
the company decided to proceed with the development of a flexible
budget and the determination of standards for each element of
cost for each product.
The Company's Products and Productive Operations
The company used as an illustration is a unit in a relatively
small branch of the textile industry, know as hair and jute felt
manufacturers. Its business has evolved from the production and
comparatively local distribution of a few items to the production
of hundreds of items with a national distribution. The company's
products which include insulating materials of various kinds,
slipper linings, upholstery pads, and carpet linings, are sold directly
or through jobbers to railroads, public utilities, automobile manufacturers, furniture manufacturers, chain stores and other companies. The company's productive processes are not particularly
complex. Raw materials consisting of sisal fibre, hair, wool and
cotton waste, rayon rags, jute fibre and similar materials are inexpensive. Burlap used for backing is the most expensive primary
raw material l.ised. Depending upon the quality and amount of
finished product desired, raw materials in quantities according
to established formulas are shredded in the picker room, possibly
passed through the mixing room process and then conveyed to
the garnetts, and thence to the needle - looms, which through the
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medium of barbed needles, closely spaced in a reciprocating head,
in some cases nine feet long by about eight inches wide, weave
certain of the fibres of the raw material through the raw material
itself and through a sturdy burlap base, so as to make an integral
sheet of from six to nine feet wide and from one - eighth to one quarter of an inch thick, of any length desired. To produce a
colored product either the stock - dyeing or piece- dyeing process
is used, depending upon the circumstances. If the requirements
of the product are such, it is then sized and dried and cut into
the proper sizes or shipped in the roll.
Shrinkage and waste occur in the picking room, at the garnetts,
and at the edge- cutter as the finished product goes onto the roll
from the needle - looms. However, with the exception of shrinkage in the picking room and at the garnetts, the waste is either
repicked and goes into process or is sold.
T H E FLE XI BLE BUDG E T
The reason that the flexible budget was considered particularly
applicable to their case by the company's officers lay in their inability, because of the nature of their product and its markets, to
forecast sales for more than a short period at a time and because
of their desire to be prepared with a definite plan upon which
action could be taken immediately in the event that sales declined
materially. Another feature of interest to them was the projection
of operating results at different levels of operation which might be
experienced upon the successful introduction of new products.
The Development of the Flexible Budget.
The initial approach to the preparation of the flexible budget
was made by a study of past performances through the medium
of audit reports, price lists, payrolls and other available records.
The concern had operated in the past at various levels ranging
from approximately 35 fo to 2 0 0 % of a single -shift capacity so
that a variety of general historical information was at hand with
which to check, to a certain extent by actual experience, the expected results as they were assembled for the budget.
Starting with a hypothetical net sales volume of *$i,000,000
(See Exhibit t ) as toofo of single -shift capacity (after adjust* Note : For obvious reasons all figures used, while illustrative, are
fictitious both in amount and in proportion to each other.
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ments of individual machine capacities for shut -downs and other
allowances) and "normal" in the sense that all manufacturing expenses were to be included in computing costs of product, cost of
sales was determined on the basis of the previous year's average,
after excluding expenses due to subnormal activity. At the time,
consideration was given to the possibility of the further decline
in sales prices, but it was finally decided that to a certain point
the effect of such a possible decline would be offset by improvements in production methods and a decline in raw material prices.
For the purpose of budgeting direct labor and manufacturing
expenses for the initial hypothetical volume of $i,000,000, prior
year's costs of manufacturing (particularly for the year 1932)
were analyzed and a rational projection of the details was effected.
Selling and general expenses in certain details were budgeted in a
similar manner although in some other details, because of changes
in selling arrangements, prior year's experiences were of little
value, and expected results under the new arrangement were used.
In much the same manner a budget for a hypothetical net sales
volume of $1o o,0 00 or 1 o % of single -shift capacity was developed.
T o a certain extent this involved the use of more imagination,
because of the lack of experience in operating at this level, than
was required in the development of the budget at the other extreme
of single -shift capacity operation, although even in this case it
was possible to assure the practical accuracy of the figures.
Mathematical Determination
Budget

of

Certain Parts

of

the Flexible

The budgets for volumes of i 0 0 % and 1 0fo having been developed on the basis of past performances reduced to current
levels, budgets at intermediate 1 o % intervals were determined
mathematically. This procedure, simple and rather obvious upon
referring to Exhibit 1, involves merely the determination of the
degree of variability of each item of expense or each group of
expenses in the light of the variability of what may be accepted
as measures of activity, such as sales volume, in terms of dollars
or units, or direct labor in terms of dollars or hours. Having
determined the degree of variability, the variable and fixed components are easily calculated.
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A very simple example and proof of this calculation are as
follows:
Assume that a company has two items of expense, Rent $2o,000
a year (a wholly fixed expense) and Commissions based upon 7%
Net Sales (a wholly variable expense), the total expenses for sales
volumes of $ Ioo,000 and $io,000 respectively are, therefore,
100%
I 0,
70

Sales Volume

Expenses

$1,000,000.00

$90,000.00

100,000.00

27,000.00

$ 90 0, 00 0. 00

$63,0 0 0-0 0

Degree of variability
7%
Conversely, the degree of variability of expenses having been
determined as 7 % , it follows that for a sales volume of $Ioo ,000
the variable expense component amounts to $7,000 and the fixed
expense component amounts to the balance of the total expenses
Of $27,000, or $20,000. In the case of the sales volume of
$I,000,000 the variable and fixed components amount to $70, 000
and $2o,000 respectively, or a total of $9o,000, and the expenses
for a sales volume Of $25 o,0 00 amount to $37,50 0•
Development of Budget for Operating Levels Above zoo,
7o
The practical accuracy of the foregoing method of mathematical
determination of expense standards for intermediate levels of
operation having been well established in the case under discussion
by several test comparisons with actual operating conditions, a
simi1ar budget was developed for operating levels in excess of
single -shift operation, i.e. from IIO%to 200°0. Because of the
necessity, among other things, of including the cost of an additional
night supervisory force, the development of this budget, while
similar to that of the budget for operating levels of I o,
7o to l 0 0 % ,
was upon somewhat different bases.
Aside from the use of such budgets in the general conduct of
the company's business for purposes of expense control, and assisting in the determination of general policies, the practically accurate
analysis of expenses into their fixed and variable components has,
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in the past, been used for another purpose, viz: that of deciding
the relative effect of continuing or abandoning the production of
certain items on which no profit or a loss was sustained because
of their sale at or below apparent cost.
It is axiomatic and not paradoxical that in combination with
other products sold at a profit, products may be sold below cost
under certain conditions and within certain limits, and yet be
"profitable" i.e. it is more desirable, aside from any consideration
of advertising value or policy, to continue their production than
to discontinue it, because of the amount of fixed expenses which
such products may absorb.
Under such circumstances, the limit to which the return of cost
may be sacrificed in setting the selling price of such products is,
of course, measured by the amount of fixed expense included in
normal cost.
Referring to Exhibit i, the fixed component included in the
estimated manufacturing expenses for normal operation represents
3 1 70 of the total of such expenses, while in the corresponding
selling and administrative expenses the fixed component amounts
to 13 70 . While the proportion of the fixed components of manufacturing expenses, as well as of selling and administrative
expenses included in the cost of a specific item, may differ to some
extent, due to the inclusion of such expenses in the cost thereof
on a manufacturing departmental and sales classification basis respectively, yet, the above mentioned percentages are sufficiently
illustrative for use in the following example:
Assume the cost by elements of i,000 yards of a certain product
to be as follows:
Material
Labor
Mfg. Burden F
"
V
Selling & Adm.

$ 35. 0 0
20.00

9.30 - 3 1 %
20.7o - 69%

F 2.6o-13'fo
V 17.4o -87%

Total Cost

30.00

20.00
$105.00
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From the tabulation, it is apparent that this item costing $io5
may be sold for $ 1 0 5 and yet be profitable to the extent of the
fixed expenses of $11.90 ($9.30 + $2.6o) which it absorbs. To
go a step further, forgetting for the moment certain code restrictions, even this, amount of $rr.90 may be shared with the customer
in whatever proportions may be made necessary by competitive
conditions. Any advantage derived from such conditions is based,
of course, upon the presumption of inability to replace such nonprofit items (i.e., loss items) with truly profitable items.
ST ANDARD COST S
As developed and applied by the company exemplified in this
discussion, standard costs serve as a basis of measurement rather
than as a current "par." That is, although respective standard
quantities of materials and standard time allowances for the different operati3ns are considered attainable and controlling "pars"
under current methods of production, the translation of such
quantity factors into terms of cost has been effected through the
use of price factors which are considered "normal" and, which,
barring radical changes in trends, will remain fixed, thus affording
a relatively constant basis for comparison with actual operating
conditions. This method, also, in the particular case under discussion, keeps the amount of clerical labor connected with cost
accounting at a minimum and yet permits the comparatively easy
interpretation of standard unit costs in terms of current prices,
as well as the statement of inventory values at "cost."
The Development of Standards
Because the company possessed a formula for the materials included in each of its products as well as a tabulation of "shrinkage"
experience, the determination of material standards was relatively
simple. Shr: nkage varies, of course, to some extent with the
type of raw material and the processing.
Quantities of raw materials according to formula, increased to
allow for the standard acceptable shrinkage with respect to each
kind of raw material, were developed for each product. Similar
procedure in connection with dye -stuffs and starches and gums
used for sizi -ig was also conducted. Having in mind the desire
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for a reasonably constant basis for comparison with actual results, as stated previously, the approximate price levels of the year
1 9 2 6 were taken as "normal" and applied to quantities to obtain
standard costs of materials, which were tabulated on a form
similar to Exhibit 2.
The evolution of labor standards was considerably more time
consuming than that of material standards because of the inherent details and because of the necessity of starting at "scratch."
The responsibility for the details connected with this task was
delegated by the company to the
superintendent who, because
of his long experience in the business, and his connection with
the development of special machinery employed in its production
processes, was exceptionally well qualified to act intelligently in
the setting of reasonable and attainable labor standards.
Each group of machines in each of the departments— picking,
mixing, garnetts and needle - looms, sizing and dyeing —was in
turn studied with relation to its performance on varying types of
product and the results in terms of hours and minutes were tabulated. Reasonable allowances were made for "make ready" time
and necessary machine stoppages, in the light of expected performance in connection with "normal" size runs of each product,
and of past experience, respectively.
The compensation of labor in this particular case is wholly upon
an hourly basis and no wide variance in hourly rates occurs in
respect to workmen in the same machine operating group. Therefore, the rate used as "standard" for each operation was the
weighted average hourly wage of all direct labor employees performing the respective operation.
As labor standards for each product were developed and accepted, they were entered on a "standard cost sheet" form, similar
to Exhibit 2 and indexed for purposes of future reference.
In many instances during the course of the determination of
labor standards, opportunities for improvement in the methods of
production were noted which resulted in immediate savings and,
of course, served to justify the time spent. Furthermore, averages used previously as the labor factor in making cost estimates
were disclosed as being quite misleading and dangerous for use
in connection with any cost determination. Expenses were analyzed and distributed on the basis of machine value, floor space,
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STANDARD COST SKEET
Date

Reviied
Based on

Yards

Style
SlrSnkage
Extend on

( Finished )

I Unit r1

per

i

Pounds

Materials:
Steal
Gu nny
Bagging
Rayon

Sizing & Dyeing Supplies (over)
Expe ns e s

r

j

! �i r e c ,' Lob,rTotal Materials
& Ma n uf a c t u rl
n -•

Ex e ne s s :
e

e

x enses

T to DSr.

ki
Mi x i n g
Units
Sizing & Drying
Dyeing
Rugs
Finlshing

To r e i s

To tal D irect Labor & Manufacturing Expenses
Total Ma t e r i a l s .
XXX.0

Dir . Lab. & Mfg . Exp.

Selling ani General Expensesi
Selling Expenses ,

Class

Per T d . _

_Type_

Ge n e r a l Expe ns e s ,

7CXX7CXXYXX

To t a l Se l l i n g & O e n e r s l E x p e n s e s
Total Cost Delivered
XXXXXX

Profi t
Total selling Price ( C l a s s _

T Y P O _ )

E x HiBIT
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electric current consumption and other bases to the several direct
and service departments of the mill and to selling and administrative departments, and from such an analysis departmental burden
rates were established. Because of the extremely small variation
in the rates of compensation of direct labor within a department
or center, manufacturing expenses were included in costs on the
basis of their respective departmental percentage relationship to
direct labor at the normal level of operation.
The problem of determining the costs of distribution (which
start in the shipping room) was in this case relatively simple, because generally, each product line is sold through jobbers, or
direct chain stores, or direct to other customers of widely varying
volume requirements. Cases in which a certain product line is
distributed through the media of more than one of such outlet
classes are of negligible importance. The analysis of selling expenses for the purpose of ascertaining selling costs was therefore
limited to three major classifications and two minor classifications
as follows:
i. Jobbers
2.

Chain Stores

3. Other Direct
a. Type i Account (Volume under

$i,000

per annum)

b. Type

$I,000

per annum)

2

Account (Volume over

The basis of expense distribution to such classifications were established tentatively and comprise principally the number of yards
sold, the sales value of product, the number of packages shipped,
the approximate time spent by salesmen on each class and type and
the number of invoices. Bad debt losses, credit expenses, advertising, commissions and certain other expenses are directly distributable to classes of outlets.
The lapse of time and the acquisition of more satisfactory information have served to revise considerably the original tentative methods of distribution, with the result that price making
may be undertaken now with definite knowledge of its effect upon
profits.
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Cost Accounts in Relation to the General Accounts
An illustration of the effect upon the general accounts of the
introduction of cost accounting records into the general ledger is
shown in Exhibit 3.
Raw materials are carried in the general accounts at actual cost.
Materials issued during the month are classified broadly according to materials for rug pads ( R & R) for insulating materials
(Ins) and for certain other product classes, and the total standard
quantities in each classification are priced both at cost and at
standard. T h e total of such standard quantities priced at cost,
together with materials issued in excess of standard quantities to
cover poor quality stock, excess shrinkage and spoilage, also priced
at cost, are credited to Raw Materials account (R & R $ 15,50 0
in the Illustration). Standard quantities of materials according
to product classification, are priced at standard and debited to
the respective Work in Process accounts (R & R $19,000), the
difference between the actual cost and the standard cost, comprising variations clue to Quantity (Q $ 5 o o ) and price (P $4, 00 0) are
debited and de':)ited or credited as the case may be, respectively to
the classified Variation— Materials accounts. Finished production
is transferred to the respective Finished Product accounts and the
total of shipments is transferred to Cost of Sales account both
at standard cost.
In adjusting Work in Process and Finished Product inventories
stated on a standard cost basis in the accounts to a cost basis, the
Variation accounts are analyzed each month and the items are
prorated between Cost of Sales and inventory. The method employed, using . --ertain of the figures in Exhibit 3 as examples, is
as follows:
Materials at
Price
Standard Variation o7o
Jan. 1 Invty. - -W. in P., and Fin.
Prod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 14,000.00 $3,500.00 2 5
19,000.00
4,000.00 21
Jan. Materials U s e d . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Jan. Shipments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Feb. i Invty. - -W. in P., and Fin.
Prod.
861

$33,0 0 0.0 0

$7,500.00

22.7

21,000.00

4,767.00

22.7

$12,000.00

$2,733.00

22.7

Variation - Materials (R&R)

Raw Materials - Actual Cost
Explanation
Jan.l Invty .
Jan.Purchases
Feb.l Invty .

Amount

Explanation
Amount
50,000. 00 Jan. Used ( R&R) 15, 500.00
15,000. 00 Jan . Used (Ino.) 10,000.00
Feb.Invty .
39 500.00
39,500.00

Explanation

Amount

Jan.Used( Q)
500.D0
Jan.C . of S. 4, 267.00
Peb.l Invty.2,733.00

Explanation

z

Amount

Jan . l Invty. 3,500.00
Jan.Used( P ) 4,000.00

n

a
Feb.l Invty . 2,733.00
x;
rn

Work i n P r o c e s s Explanation
00
N

Jan.1 Invty .
Jan.Charges
Feb.1 Invty .

Total

M

L

S t a n d a r d Co st
Explanation

0

5,000. 00 3,0 00. 00
800.00 1,200.00
40,000.00 19 , 000.00 80,000.00 13,000.00
3, 00 0. 00 2 , 000.00

400.00

(B&R)
Total

M

L

0

Jan.Pin ' d. 42,000. 00 20,000.00 18,400. 00 13,600.00
Feb.1 Invty. 3,000.00 2,000. 00
400.00
600.00

600.00

Finished Product - Standard Cost (MR)
Explanation

Total

M

L

Explanation

0

Jan.1 Invty .
Jan.Fin'd.

25,000.00 11 , 000.00
42,000 . 00 20,000. 00

5,200. 0 0 8,800. 00
8,400.00 13,600.00

Feb.1 Invty .

22,000. 00 10, 000.00

4 , 600.00

Total

M

Jan . Ship'te . 45,000. 00 21,000. 00
Feb.1 Invty.22,000. 00 10,000.00

L

0

9,000.00 15,000.00
4,600 . 00 7,4 00. 00

4

w
n
n
x

7,400.00
EXHIBIT
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From this a1culation it will be seen that it is necessary to reduce the materials priced at standard ($2,000 and $i o, 00 0) in
the February i inventories by an amount of $2,733 to reduce them
to a cost basis. The balance of the Variation — Materials (R & R)
account $4,267 ($4,767—$500) should be credited to Cost of
Sales account.
At the present time, standard labor costs are based upon existing wage rates so that Variations —Labor accounts reflect variations in performance exclusively. However, in the event a change
in wage levels should occur, a treatment of the labor price factor
similar to that used in connection with the adjustment of the
material price factor would be necessary.
The outstanding benefit derived from the application of standards as described herein is in the possibility of a daily check of
performance, comprising the use of labor and materials, against
predetermined "pars" and, as there is no new principle employed
in this application, it is common to all other applications properly
utilized.
In this case, as well as many others, the matter of uniform
cost methods for the industry, as prescribed by a code of fair
competition, is still under discussion. Whether or not uniform
cost methods will be required is not known. It is the opinion of
this company, however, that whatever the ultimate developments
in this respeci, in the meantime, it can not blindly sell below
"cost."
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